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NF03: BSM Effects on Neutrino Flavor
Status and plan:
We are drafting the white paper, and section leads are making the section structures.
Once the rough draft is ready we will ask contributions form the community (Dec. 2021 - Jan
2022). People will contact to section leads to contribute text etc. Section leaders manage
contributions and list of main authors.
Toward the end, the final version will be circulated widely to the community to endorse.
For the publication, we aim to produce a white paper and not a review paper, and it may be
more suitable as proceedings.
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1. Neutrino flavor is very sensitive to many new physics
Kinematic measurement ~ |A(SM)|2 + |A(BSM)|2
Flavor measurement ~ |A(SM)+A(BSM)|2~ |A(SM)|2+ A(SM)*•A(BSM)...
→ small BSM effect is not suppressed
IceCube, PRD97(2018)072009

ex) Non-standard interaction
- Current limit is εμτ~0.006-0.008,since
matter potential is ~10-21 GeV, NSI limit
corresponds to order 10-24 GeV new physics
limit
cf) The highest precision hydrogen 1S-2S transition
Fractional frequency uncertainty ~ 4x10-15
→ new physics sensitivity ~10-23 GeV
PRL107(2011)203001

New physics search with neutrino flavor is high-precision and quantum frontiers
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1. Neutrino flavor is very sensitive to many new physics
arXiv:1907.08690

ex) High-energy astrophysical neutrinos
- combination of long-propagation,
high-energy, and flavor information
makes very useful to explore many
different new physics

New physics search with astrophysical
neutrino flavor is high-energy and
cosmic frontiers
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1. Snowmass21 LoIs for Neutrino flavor BSM physics
Among 157 LoIs within NF03 (New physics with neutrinos), we identified 38 LoIs are relevant
with the neutrino flavor BSM white paper.
We cover many topics, if you think your LoI is relevant and missing from here, please contact
us now! (Slack #nf03_flavor)
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1. Snowmass21 LoIs for Neutrino flavor BSM physics
Among 157 LoIs within NF03 (New physics with neutrinos), we identified 38 LoIs are relevant
with the neutrino flavor BSM white paper.
We cover many topics, if you think your LoI is relevant and missing from here, please contact
us now! (Slack #nf03_flavor)

Theory-ish LoIs
NSI from a flavorful Z′ model
SNOWMASS21-NF2_NF3_Arindam_Das-036.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF0_Adrian_Thompson-033.pdf
Constraints on Non-Standard Neutrino Interactions Utilizing Copulas
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF1-CF7_CF0-TF11_TF8_Peter_Denton-023.pdf
Neutrino Non-Standard Interactions
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF8-TF2_TF8_Zahra_Tabrizi-110.pdf
A comprehensive EFT global fit in the neutrino oscillationexperiments
SNOWMASS21-NF0-002.pdf
Coherent Elastic ν-Nucleus Scattering: Theoretical and experimental impact
SNOWMASS21-NF3-003.pdf
Neutrino self-interactions
SNOWMASS21-NF2_NF3-TF11_TF8_D-V-Forero-078.pdf
Large Extra-Dimension Searches
SNOWMASS21-NF2_NF3_carlo.giunti@to.infn.it-008.pdf
Global Light Sterile Neutrino Fits
SNOWMASS21-NF2_NF3_Alex_Sousa-150.pdf
Long-Baseline Accelerator Probes for Light Sterile Neutrinos
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF2-TF11_TF0-019.pdf
Testing quasi-Dirac leptogenesis through neutrino oscillations
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF2-TF11_TF0_Petrillo-189.pdf
Follow up of anomalies measured in short baseline neutrino experiments
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF2_Celio_Moura-063.pdf
Non-Unitarity of the neutrino mixing matrix
SNOWMASS21-NF1_NF4-RF4_RF5_Aurisano-154.pdf
Atmospheric ντ Appearance in DUNE
SNOWMASS21-NF1_NF5-TF11_TF0_Kevin_J_Kelly-126.pdf
Tau Neutrino Physics
SNOWMASS21-NF8_NF4-CF1_CF7_Evan_Grohs-174.pdf
Cosmological Neutrinos
SNOWMASS21-NF2_NF3_G_V_Stenico-131.pdf
Neutrino Decay as a Solution to the Short-Baseline Anomalies
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF1-CF2_CF0-TF11_TF0_Pedro_Machado-203.pdf
Ultralight dark matter and neutrinos
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF5-155.pdf
Neutrinos as Probes for Lorentz and CPT Symmetry
SNOWMASS21-NF4_NF6-CF7_CF3-TF9_TF11-IF2_IF10_Wissel-064.pdf
Ultra-High-Energy Neutrinos
SNOWMASS21-CF7_CF1-NF4_NF3-TF11_TF0_Mauricio_Bustamante-048.pdf Cosmic Neutrino Probes of Fundamental Physics
SNOWMASS21-NF4_NF3-CF1_CF7-TF9_TF11-039.pdf
Astrophysical neutrinos and dark matter experiments
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1. Snowmass21 LoIs for Neutrino flavor BSM physics
Among 157 LoIs within NF03 (New physics with neutrinos), we identified 38 LoIs are relevant
with the neutrino flavor BSM white paper.
We cover many topics, if you think your LoI is relevant and missing from here, please contact
us now! (Slack #nf03_flavor)

Experiment-ish LoIs
SNOWMASS21-CF1_CF7-NF5_NF3_PandaX-073.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF2_NF3_Gavin_Davies-117.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF2_Ben_Jones-046.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF6_NF10-RF6_RF0_Rupak_Mahapatra-104.pdf
SNOWMASS21-CF7_CF6-NF4_NF10_Nepomuk_Otte-202.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF0_NF0-RF4_RF0-CF1_CF0_HyperK-187.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF4_NF1-RF4_RF0-CF7_CF1_SUPERK-050.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF4_NF10-IF6_IF0_Orebi_Gann-089.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF2-TF11_TF0_DUNE-051.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF5_NF4_Baudis-085.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF6_NF2-EF0_EF0-AF2_AF4_Kenneth_Long-082.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF4-CF7_CF0-TF11_TF0_Segev_BenZvi-043.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF10_NF4-CF7_CF1-TF11_TF0_Darren_Grant-105.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF3_NF2-CF7_CF1-TF9_TF8_Katori-073.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF1_NF0_Tom_Stuttard-058.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF1_NF10_Bergevin-172.pdf
SNOWMASS21-NF10_NF4-CF1_CF0-IF8_IF0-UF1_UF3-137.pdf

The PandaX Experiment
The NOvA Experiment and Exotic Neutrino Oscillations
BSM ν-oscillation Searches with 1-100 TeV atmospheric-ν at IceCube
Miner experiment
Trinity: A large Field-of-View Air-Shower Imaging Instrument to explore the UHE-ν Sky
down to PeV Energies
The Hyper-Kamiokande Experiment
Ongoing Science Program of Super-Kamiokande
Astrophysical neutrinos at THEIA
BSM in DUNE
Neutrino physics with the DARWIN Observatory
Neutrinos from stored muons; nuSTORM
Supernova detection in Icecube
The IceCube Neutrino Observatory
New physics with astrophysical neutrino flavor
Neutrino oscillations with IceCube-DeepCore and theIceCube Upgrade
Exploration of a new model for ν-oscillations using a kton-scale ν-detector at Advanced
Instrumentation Testbed in Boulby England
Low Background kTon-Scale Liquid Argon Time Projection Chambers
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1. Snowmass21 LoIs for Neutrino flavor BSM physics
Among 157 LoIs within NF03 (New physics with neutrinos), we identified 38 LoIs are relevant
with the neutrino flavor BSM white paper.
We cover many topics, if you think your LoI is relevant and missing from here, please contact
us now! (Slack #nf03_flavor)
Physics: Z’, quasi-Dirac state, sterile ν, extra-dimension, ν self-interaction, ultra-light dark
matter, indirect DM, dark energy, long-range force, quantum foam
Phenomena: NSI, non-unitarity, Lorentz and CPT violation, ντ-appearance, ν-decay,
decoherence
Experiment: LZ, XENON1T, Panda-X, DARWIN, COHERENT, MINER, AIT (Watchman),
THEIA, low bkgd LArTPC, nuSTORM, T2K, NOvA, Super-K, Hyper-K, SBN, DUNE, IceCube,
IceCube-Gen2, Trinity
Source: BBN, reactor, solar, supernova, accelerator, atmospheric, extra-galactic
Analysis: NuSte (light sterile ν fit), Copulas (NSI fit), SMEFT, SME (LV framework)
21/11/02
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1. Snowmass21 LoIs for Neutrino flavor BSM physics
Among 157 LoIs within NF03 (New physics with neutrinos), we identified 38 LoIs are relevant
with the neutrino flavor BSM white paper.
We cover many topics, if you think your LoI is relevant and missing from here, please contact
us now! (Slack #nf03_flavor)
Remarks
- Overlaps with NF01 (oscillation) and NF02 (sterile neutrinos)
- Overlaps with other white papers (sterile neutrino, tau neutrino, neutrino self-interaction,
CEvNS, astrophysical neutrinos)
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2. Additional neutrino states

Section leads:
Enrique Fernandez-Martinez
David Vanegas Forero

Coordinations with NF01, NF02, and the light sterile neutrino paper
Topics
- Neutrino oscillations with light sterile neutrinos (already covered in the light sterile neutrino
WP)
- Neutrino oscillations with heavy sterile neutrinos
- mass basis formalism
- zero distance effect
- Normalization of oscillation probability
- Non-unitarity constraints - status
- Neutrino oscillations in the presence of Large Extra Dimensions (LED)
● Basic Formalism
● LED searches at neutrino oscillation experiments & complementarity with other searches
● Constraints and sensitivity results
21/11/02
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3. New interactions in neutrino sectors

Section leads:
Pilar Coloma
Yasaman Farzan
Zahra Tabrizi

Coordination with CEvNS and neutrino self-interaction white papers
Topics:
- New interactions involving neutrinos: generalized neutrino interactions, neutrino selfinteractions, and neutrino non-standard interactions with matter (quarks and electrons)
- NSI in production, detection, and propagation.
- phenomenological effects in oscillations and CEvNS
- matching between NSI formalism in Quantum Field Theory vs Quantum Mechanics
- Neutrino interactions with new light particles:
- Various possibilities to search for signals from new light Z' bosons: supernova
neutrinos, beam dumps, FASER, CEvNS, neutrino oscillations, … highlighting
complementarity
- Neutrino interactions with dark matter:
- distortion and/or time modulation effects in neutrino oscillations
- scattering of cosmic high-energy neutrinos or supernova relic neutrinos on
background dark matter en route
- effective operators leading to interactions between neutrinos and dark matter
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4. Neutrino decay

Section leads:
Mauricio Bustamante
Alberto Gago

Non-zero masses of light neutrinos could imply its decay into lighter products,
affecting the neutrino flavor conversion.
The neutrino decay is see from two perspectives:
Neutrino invisible decay: light neutrinos decaying into an unobservable product.
Neutrino visible decay: light neutrinos decaying into active products
● scalar and pseudoscalar interactions
● possibility of probing Majorana neutrino nature
Items to be included in the white paper:
● Current bounds
● Hints for neutrino decay
● Future perspective: accelerator, atmospheric, astrophysical, cosmological
neutrinos.
21/11/02
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5. Other exotic physics

Section leads:
Gabriela Barenboim
Teppei Katori

Neutrino flavor can be used for the highest precision tests of fundamental physics
Topics
CPT violation: Neutrino and antineutrino oscillation parameter comparisons can test the CPT
symmetry with comparable precision with other high-precision systems
Lorentz violation: Neutrino interferometery is one of the highest sensitivity search of LV.
High-energy+long propagation = the biggest interferometer
Other models: Many models can fit in SME (EFT framework), long range force, neutrino-dark
energy coupling, etc. Some models don’t fit and they need different sections.
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6. Low-energy neutrino experiments

Section leads:
Pilar Coloma
Ivan Esteban

●

Sub-GeV sources are:
○ Abundant
○ Well-understood
○
Complementary : they probe similar physics in very different regimes

●

Our best constraints on many New Physics scenarios come from combining solar and reactor data
arXiv:1808.08232

●

In the future, we will enter the precision era!
○ JUNO
○
DUNE-solar

●

Not just explored avenues, but novel opportunities will show up (see slide 7)
○ CEvNS: compact and precise detectors
○ Supernova neutrinos? Maybe we are lucky, and we get SN202XA!
○ Dark matter experiments & neutrino floor
Not dedicated ton-scale neutrino experiments, but still complementary and competitive.
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7. Medium-energy neutrino experiments

Section leads:
David Vanegas Forero
Mark Ross-Lonergan

Long-Baseline experiments:
● Past
-MINOS/MINOS+: NSI, Light steriles, Lorentz and CPT violation, and LED searches.
● Present
-T2K: Light steriles and Lorentz and CPT violation searches.
-NOvA: Neutral Current Light sterile searches
● Future
-DUNE: NSI, Light steriles, LED, non-unitarity and DM sensitivity studies
-Hyper-Kamiokande: NSI,Light steriles, Lorentz violation and DM sensitivity studies
These experiments benefit from well understood neutrino beams. Addition of both a near and far
detector allows for a reduction in flux systematic uncertainties and provide complementary for BSM
searches. With a wide energy neutrino flux, one experiment can probe several BSM scenarios (the case of
MINOS/MINOS+).
Atmospherics below TeV
● Present:
-Super-Kamiokande: NSI, Light steriles, Lorentz violation and DM searches
● Future
-Hyper-Kamiokande: NSI, Light steriles, Lorentz violation and DM sensitivity studies
Natural neutrino source whose flux spans several decades in energy, ranging from few hundred MeV to
hundreds of TeV, for free! Neutrino paths also range from 15 km to Earth diameter.
Complementarity between LBL and Atmospheric experiments (multi-GeV energies) can be exploited for
BSM searches. Future experiments will use variety of detector technologies.
21/11/02
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8. High-energy neutrino experiments

Section leads:
Carlos Argüelles
Teppei Katori

New physics is explored below ~500 GeV (accelerator), ~12700km (earth diameter) scale.
- Atmospheric neutrinos (100 GeV - 100 TeV) offers energy frontier new physics search
- Astrophysical neutrinos (50 TeV - few PeV, >Mpc), offer energy and distance frontier
- Cosmological neutrinos (>PeV, >Mpc) offer energy and distance frontier
arXiv:1907.08690
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9. Conclusions
We identify 9 main sections, 4 for theory and 3 for experiment.
1. Additional neutrino states
2. New interactions
3. Neutrino decay
4. Other exotic physics
5. Low-energy experiments (DM, coherent, reactor, solar, SN)
6. Medium-energy experiments (accelerator, atmospheric)
7. High-energy experiment (extra-galactic)
We cover many topics, if you think your LoI is relevant and missing from here, please contact
us now! (Slack #nf03_flavor)

Coordinators
- Pilar Coloma (IFT, Madrid)
- David Vanegas Forero (Medellín)
- Teppei Katori (King’s College London)

Section leaders
- Carlos Argüelles (Harvard)
- Gabriela Barenboim (IFIC, Valencia)
- Mauricio Bustamante (NBI, Copenhagen)
- Ivan Esteban (Ohio State)
- Yasaman Farzan (IPM, Teheran)
- Enrique Fernandez Martinez (UAM, Madrid)
- Alberto Gago (PUCP, Lima)
- Mark Ross-Lonergan (Columbia)
- Zahra Tabrizi (Northwestern)
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